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  Even without the help of our top fourteen runners, the reserve squad posted another excellent 
effort that included eight benchmarks, twenty-one runners PR’ing by more than thirty seconds, and 
the continuation of the “perfect season.” The success of Friday evening was spread across all four 
training groups. In a testament to their common work ethic, every single runner in A-group PR’ed, 
six runners from B-group dropped under 20:00 for the first time in their career, and of the thirty 
runners in C-group, nearly twenty of them finished under 19:00. What made this coach pleased 
was that, whether it was Brendan “Hoagie” Hogan who dropped nearly 2:00 to dip under 23:00 for 
his first time, or Kevin Hall who dipped under 17:30 to earn his varsity letter, there were so many 
smiles on our runners’ faces.  

While success was balanced across the training groups, the scoring was balanced across the 
grades; After a long battle with a tough Dexter runner, Freshman Kevin Hall took runner-up honors. 
Inching closer to his top form, sophomore Brett Braun was our #2 runner, while junior Pat “Pete” 
Dunn continued his impressive racing by finishing as Saline’s #3 in 17:58. Senior Alex Lewis 
represented his class by taking seventh and finishing fourth for the team, followed closely by a 
healthy Erik Jacobsen.  By scoring just 29 points, the reserve squad has now finished ahead of 106 
other cross country teams! 

After some great workouts this week, it was not surprising to see both Gonzalez and Cayen 
improving by over a minute each. Hoffman, Moore, and Clark worked together to notch similar 
improvements and each broke through 20:00 for the first time. Leptich and Frey are two second-
year runners that have struggled to this point, but used Jackson to run big PR’s, with Leptich 
dropping under 20:00 and Frey to under 19:00. While still a rookie, Burnett showed he is figuring 
things out, as the junior dropped over thirty seconds, shattering 20:00 for the first time. 

The depth of our program is such a massive source of pride for everyone involved. Not only are 
we numerous, but our numbers are also competitive, hard-working, and aggressive athletes. Those 
qualities permeate our runners, regardless of training group, and Friday made that very apparent 
to anyone watching. 

Saturday’s race provided some highlights, but it was not quite the success story of Friday. 
Those fourteen that raced on Saturday netted 5 PR’s and many season-bests. There were seniors 
proving their mettle, the continued success of rehabbed runners, and successful varsity experience 
for several future scorers. There was a lot gained, but it still wasn’t the race we are accustomed to 
seeing from Saline’s runners. Considering it was mostly D-group that struggled to perform, I 
attribute much of today’s struggles to our training cycle and health issues. Like I have asked our 
runners to do, I have learned and moved on from the Jackson Invite. 

Now, we turn our eyes back to the conference.  On Tuesday, the six teams of the SEC Red 
division will compete in a race that is very significant in determining who will be champions.  
Saturday, we saw that there are other schools interested in taking us from the driver’s seat. 

 

Varsity Point Leaders 
Wetzel  33 
Jennings  31 
Renberg  31 
Kitto  27 
Lamus  27 
Bishop  26 
Praschan  22 
Boxeth  18 
Crowley  17 
Dow  17 
Hall  16 
Current Runners on Class 
Lists 
Wetzel #2 Frosh 
Hall #8 Frosh 
Braun #11 Frosh 
Althaus #12 Frosh 
Praschan #4 Soph 
Renberg  #2 Jun, #6 Sen 
Bishop #7 Jun 
Atzinger #2 Sen, #3 Jun, 
#10 Soph, #5 Frosh 
 

Varsity Points 

194 44% Seniors 

145 33% Juniors 

41 9% Sophomores 

63 14% Freshmen 

 

Coming Up…   
- Make plans to attend Pasta Dinner #2, on Monday at Jonathan Parker’s house. 
- For Tuesday’s race at Mill Pond Park, athletes will need to be to the park by 3:30, dressed 
and ready to run. Runners: If you are driving, please park at Houghton School and walk down 
to the park. 
 

You cannot be disciplined in great things and 

undisciplined in small things. Brave undisciplined men 

have no chance against the discipline and valor of 

other men. ~General Patton 

 

Let’s talk about your feelings… 

Whether you are aware of your feelings 
or not, how you feel affects how you 
perform. Feelings are based on how 
you imagine or interpret an event and 
not from the event itself. Two players 
appearing in the Wimbledon for the first 
time will imagine different things about 
the match. One might imagine she will 
be unable to play well in such a big 
final. This player is likely to feel 
nervous and uncertain and her 
performance will be poor. The other 
might imagine it as a great experience 
and go out and enjoy it - she might feel 
liberated and relaxed and her play is 
likely to reflect that. The same event 
evokes two different responses which 
result in two very different 
performances.  The message here is 
very simple - learn how to change your 
interpretations and you learn how to 
manage your emotions. When you 
manage your emotions you perform at 

your best. Taken from www.pponline.co.uk 

Spartan & Huron O.P.’s 

DanaB, Lewis, Dunn, Chandler, 
Corcoran 
 

Varsity for Jambo #2: We can race 
10 and we will announce that line up 

on Monday. 

Saline CC by the numbers… 

192 22:47 21:44:35 55 
Number of 

seconds Hogan 

has dropped 

from his first 

race to Jackson. 

Total amount of 

time dropped by 

Saline’s runners at 

Jackson 

The combined finish 

time of all sixty-eight 

Saline runners that 

competed this 

weekend.  

Number of Saline 

runners under 

20:00. 

    

 


